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Safe Harbor

Certain statements contained within this presentation may be deemed “forward-looking statements” within the meaning of Section

27A of the Securities Act of 1933, as amended, and Section 21E of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended (collectively,

the “Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995"). All statements in this presentation other than a statement of historical fact

are forward-looking statements that are subject to known and unknown risks, uncertainties and other factors which could cause

actual results and performance of the Company to differ materially from such statements. The words “believe,” “expect,”

“anticipate,” “intend,” “will,” and similar expressions identify forward-looking statements. Forward-looking statements contained

herein relate to, among other things: the Company’s ability to develop or adopt new and existing technologies; anticipated financial

performance; growth through acquisition; leader in the mixed waste industry; positioned to benefit from mixed waste market

opportunities; geographic strongholds; and all other statements which are not statements of historical fact.

While the Company believes the expectations reflected in such forward-looking statements are reasonable, it can give no

assurance such expectations will prove to have been correct. There are a variety of factors which could cause future outcomes to

differ materially from those described in this report, including, but not limited to: general economic conditions; increased

competitive pressures; the ability to maintain and obtain required permits and approvals to conduct operations; the ability to

develop new and existing technologies in the conduct of operations; changes in federal, state and local laws and regulations,

especially environmental regulations, or in interpretation of such; and the commercial viability of our on-site treatment process.

The Company believes the presentation of EBITDA and Adjusted EBITDA is relevant and useful by enhancing the readers’ ability

to understand the Company’s operating performance. The Company’s management utilizes EBITDA and Adjusted EBITDA as

means to measure performance. The Company’s measurements of EBITDA and Adjusted EBITDA may not be comparable to

similar titled measures reported by other companies.

The Company makes no commitment to disclose any revisions to forward looking statements, or any facts, events or

circumstances after the date hereof that bear upon forward looking statements.
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Company Overview

Treatment Services

Teams of professionals with 

innovative technologies and trained 

workforce to provide radiological 

protection and environmental 

remediation services.

Permitted, licensed, and operating 

facilities treating a magnitude of 

contaminated wastes for economic 

and compliant disposal.

Perma-Fix is focused on two primary markets with unique capabilities in each of these segments:
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Culture of ‘Safety First’ 

is key to Perma-Fix’s 

Mission & Success
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Background

• Perma-Fix is a leading provider of nuclear waste treatment services

• Founded in 1991, is recognized as a national leader in the treatment of 
waste that is both radioactive and/or chemically hazardous

• Established laboratories and R&D capabilities

• Addressing problematic waste streams with no existing pathway for 
disposition

• Long-standing relationships with government agencies including DOE, 
NRC, DOD, EPA and NNSA

• Nuclear services group provides onsite personnel and technologies 

for environmental protection and cleanup programs

• Industry leader in radiological protection services to government and 
commercial clients

• Demolition, environmental restoration and waste management services for 
complex cleanup projects including radiological and hazardous 
components
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Sr. Management Team

Mark Duff, President & Chief Executive Officer

37 years of experience in the DOE & DOD environmental and construction markets. Prior to joining Perma-Fix in 2016, Mr. Duff had been responsible

for the successful completion of over 70 performance-based projects at the Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant (PGDP), KY overseeing a five-year

project with a total value of $458 million. Prior to the PGDP project, Mark was a senior manager supporting Babcock and Wilcox (B&W).

Dr. Louis Centofanti, Executive Vice President of Strategic Initiatives

Founded Perma-Fix in 1991. Founded PPM, Inc., a hazardous waste management company. PPM’s revenues grew to $15 million at which time it was

sold to USPCI. Under Dr. Centofanti’s leadership (Senior Vice President), USPCI was sold for $600 million (2 years after purchase of PPM). Served as

senior official to the U.S. Department of Energy under the Carter Administration.

Ben Naccarato, Executive Vice President and Chief Financial Officer

Joined Perma-Fix in 2004. Mr. Naccarato brings over 30 years experience in the waste management and used oil industries. Previous positions

include Chief Financial Officer for a privately held fuel distribution and used waste oil company, and various senior financial positions at USPCI,

Laidlaw Environmental Services and Safety-Kleen Corp.

Andrew J. Lombardo, Executive Vice President of Nuclear and Technical Services

Joined the Company in 2011. Mr. Lombardo has held various positions within the Company’s Services Segment. Mr. Lombardo is a Certified Health

Physicist, has over 35 years of management and technical experience in the commercial nuclear reactor market, the U.S Department of Energy

(“DOE”) and the U.S. Department of Defense (“DOD”) environmental and construction.

Richard Grondin, Executive Vice President of Waste Treatment Operations

Joined the Company in 2002. Mr. Grondin is recognized in the United States and Canada as an authority in hazardous and mixed waste treatment.

Mr. Grondin has over 35 years of management and technical experience in the highly regulated and specialized radioactive/hazardous waste

management industry with significant experience in managing start-up waste management processing and disposal facilities for four different

organizations in the commercial and government sectors.
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Market Overview

Department of Energy
• Environmental Management (EM) 

• Sixteen large and active sites in the US with area equal to Rhode Island and Delaware combined

• Roughly 88 million gallons of liquid waste stored in underground tanks

• National Nuclear Security Administration (NNSA)

• Maintains facilities requiring cleanup of legacy wastes and continuous generation of newly generated wastes for 

disposition

Department of Defense
• Navy

• Nuclear propulsion and NAVFAC/NAVSEA (nearly $2B 2017-2019) missions 

• United States Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) 

• Over $1B in remediation contracts

Commercial
• Power

• Nearly 100 reactors currently operating in the US; over 400 world-wide

• Mining

• High levels of naturally occurring radioactive materials  (NORM)

• Oil and Gas

• Drilling practices result in high levels of NORM

International
• Canada / Europe / Mexico / Italy – Beginning to fund and remove legacy wastes 

and contamination for nuclear operations.

The Y-12 National Nuclear Security 

Administration facility in Oak Ridge, 

TN
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Market Overview - DOE

• Department of Energy funds the majority of the nuclear cleanup programs through their 
Environmental Management organization; funding in 2021 was enacted at $7.6 billion(i)

• DOE’s estimated environmental liability has been reported at over $512 billion, of which, the Office 

of Environmental Management’s (EM) cleanup activities accounted for over $406 billion(ii)

• Hanford is the world's largest environmental cleanup project including over 55 million gallons of tank 

waste; expected to continue until 2079 and cost estimated between $322 and $677 billion 
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Sources:
(i) FY21 EM Enacted  Budget: https://www.energy.gov/sites/default/files/2021-06/doe-fy2022-

budget-in-brief-v4.pdf
(ii) GAO Report: https://www.gao.gov/assets/gao-21-585r.pdf

http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/d/d3/Hanford_N_Reactor_adjusted.jpg
https://www.energy.gov/sites/default/files/2021-06/doe-fy2022-budget-in-brief-v4.pdf
https://www.gao.gov/assets/gao-21-585r.pdf
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Waste Treatment Facilities

• Four fixed-based facilities with active permits and licenses to treat most waste streams in the industry

• Broad existing permits allow treatment and management of wastes for final disposition

• Trained and experienced workforce with long tenure at Perma-Fix and strong safety record

• Perma-Fix owns three of the four facilities with substantial capital invested through the life of the plants

Perma-Fix Florida - Gainesville, FL

Industrial, radiological, and R&D

DSSI - Kingston, TN

Radiological, liquids, and PCBs

Perma-Fix Northwest -

Richland, WA

Radiological, transuranic, 

and large components

EWOC – Oak Ridge, TN

LLRW processing and disposition; 

equipment & component processing
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Massive Barriers to Entry

• Highly regulated at State and Federal levels

• Nuclear Regulatory Commission through state regulators

• Environmental Protection Agency through state regulators

• State regulators for other air and water permits

• Technology

• Patented (40+) and proprietary chemical treatment processes

• Treatment of nuclear waste is complex and requires multiple 
technologies and multiple steps

• Experience

• Unparalleled experience and track record of facilities successfully 
treating nuclear waste 30+ years

• Completed over $2 billion in demolition and remediation projects
involving radiological materials
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http://rds.yahoo.com/_ylt=A0WTb_zb4ohMD2EALFOJzbkF;_ylu=X3oDMTBqMjRpazg1BHBvcwMxMARzZWMDc3IEdnRpZAM-/SIG=1kj2t3qd9/EXP=1284125787/**http:/images.search.yahoo.com/images/view?back=http://images.search.yahoo.com/search/images?p=nuclear+regulator+commission+logo&js=1&ei=utf-8&y=Search&fr=slv8-sem&w=240&h=242&imgurl=www.eoearth.org/images/b/ba/NRC_logo.jpg&rurl=http://www.eoearth.org/contributor/nrc&size=33KB&name=Nuclear+Regulato...&p=nuclear+regulator+commission+logo&oid=9be3ddc789febc46a3adacb06b13ddb6&fr2=&spell_query=nuclear+regulatory+commission+logo&no=10&tt=143&sigr=116j9p4ma&sigi=1180ulavr&sigb=13jc0o1f5
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Expansion of Treatment Capabilities

• Hanford Tank Waste Treatment

• In Dec. 2017, treated three gallons of low 

activity waste from the Hanford Tanks to 

demonstrate treatment performance under 

the Test Bed Initiative (TBI) project for off-

site grouting and disposal

• Anticipating receipt of 2,000 gallons as 

Phase II of the TBI

• PFNW provides near-term tank waste 

treatment capabilities recognized by the 

National Academy of Sciences as leading 

alternative to supplement DOE’s current 

vitrification strategy

• New Vacuum Thermal Desorption (VTD) 

Technology deployed at PFF in Q2

• New technology to extract organic 

contaminants through combination of heat 

and vacuum pressure or soil-like materials, 

sludge, and non-debris mixed waste 

streams

• Continued Expansion of DSSI Facility 

• New facilities completed  

construction in Q4 2021 in Oak 

Ridge to expand mercury, sodium 

and other reactive waste processing

• Commercial Industry Waste Market 

Expansion

• New sales initiatives have realized 

expansion into Utilities and 

Commercial Reactor markets 

leveraging the new EWOC facility

• Additional size reduction and 

processing streams both at PFNW 

and EWOC

• Oil and Gas sludge processing from 

pipeline slags to new VTD at PFF
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International Market Expansion

• Received shipments of waste from Canada, 
United Kingdom and Germany as a result of 
expanded campaign to leverage unique 
processing capabilities at PFNW

• New programs and procurements underway 
for Mexico and Italy

• PFNW provides capabilities to provide 
significant size reduction >90% while 
stabilizing waste for shipment back to origin 
for storage or disposal

Expansion of Treatment Capabilities
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Initial shipments of waste from Germany represented 

beginning of new market penetrations in Europe
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Nuclear Services

• Nuclear services group provides personnel/capabilities in the field to 

lead remediation and cleanup projects with radiological components

• Capabilities include health physics, waste, deactivation/demolition & 

remediation, and waste management

• Full-service remediation services for radiologically contaminated 

facilities and soils 

• Capabilities underpinned by waste treatment plants increase 

value offering
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Expansion of Nuclear Services Program
Tier I DOE procurements

• Provides opportunities for long-term, sustainable revenue 

while bolstering experience and capabilities

• Value offering based on technology and experience in 

radiological protection, health physics and waste 

treatment

US Navy

• Successful US Navy project in San Diego, CA to support 

references on several new opportunities at other Navy 

and DOE opportunities for site closures

• McKee Project continues to progress reaching full 

operations in July

• Secure multiple IDIQ contract opportunities to solidify 

position as Navy radiological management leader

• President’s Budget request for 2023 includes 15 ships to 

be decommissioned that could represent several new 

opportunities

Army Corps of Engineers

• Continue positioning to support large list of IDIQs and 

associated task orders as USACE accelerates 

infrastructure upgrades and facility modifications

• Four new FUSRAP Projects funded through Buffalo 

USACE

Commercial Power Plant Decommissioning

• Current 15 reactors undergoing active decommissioning

• PESI technology for characterization and decontamination 

provides waste minimization solutions

• Integration of waste management engineering team to 

optimize approach for large waste volume disposition

Perma-SortSM Environmental Sorting Technology

• Sorting software directs diverting conveyor to discharge 

material to the appropriate pile

• Designed to characterize 100% of material and process up 

to 200 tons/hr

• Goal is to fabricate and deploy 3-4 units for remediation 

projects in next few years

Complex Facility Characterization and Remediation

• High speed, survey technology for mapping radioactive 

contamination

• Eagle iScan

• Handheld or towed systems equipped with real-time 

gamma spectroscopy and precision GPS tracking

• GIS iso-contour radiological maps 
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Profitability Model

Treatment Segment: High incremental 

margins (revenue minus variable costs) 

results in significant gross profit growth when 

fixed facility-based costs are surpassed.

Services Segment: Lower incremental 

margins (revenue minus variable costs) but 

substantially lower fixed costs that are 

scalable to revenue.

* For illustration purposes only; based on past trends and subject to change based on revenue mix.
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Segment Gross Profit: Fixed vs Variable Costs*
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Positive Outlook: Recent Wins & Backlog

High confidence of revenue and EBITDA growth over next 18 months:

• Increased additional backlog in both sectors

✓ Waste receipts impacted due to COVID-19 shutdowns but improvement expected due to pent up demand 

✓ Third quarter backlog of $39 million, which bodes well for the near-term as the Company pursues additional 
service contracts

✓ New processing and treatment option for complicated LLRW waste with new VTD System at our Florida facility

✓ Realizing international growth with new shipments from Europe increasing and several new opportunities and 
initiatives for growth

• Additional Nuclear Services wins and expansions

✓ Participation in several teaming arrangements for large DOE procurements including:

• Integrated Tank Disposition Contract, Hanford $45B

✓ Expansion into the US Navy nuclear decommissioning market with two wins totaling over $43M

✓ Services projects performing well and making at/above target margins

✓ Maintaining strong technical team and management personnel to continue to be competitive in procurements
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Hanford Off-Site Processing Program Status

• The DOE Test Bed Initiative (TBI) or Low-Level Waste Off-site Disposal 
(LLWOD) program continues to support off-site LLW treatment solutions with 
additional funding carry-over of $7M in 2022 appropriated by Congress

• National Academy of Sciences published review of “Supplemental Low Activity 
Waste” (SLAW) solutions: 

“DOE should expeditiously secure and implement multiple pathways for off-site grout 
solidification/immobilization and disposal of LAW in parallel with direct-feed low-
activity waste (DFLAW) verification process.”

• Anticipate receipt of 2,000 gallons in H1 2023 with Phase 3 of TBI to include 
an additional 300,000 gallons
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Financial Highlights
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Poised for pre-COVID (2020) revenue and margins in 2023 with 

improvement in project backlog, increasing waste treatment, and 

ongoing major projects 
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EBITDA Reconciliation*

*The Company defines EBITDA as earnings before interest, taxes, depreciation and amortization. Adjusted EBITDA is defined as EBITDA before research and development

costs related to the Medical Isotope project, (gain) loss on extinguishment of debt and loss on deconsolidation of subsidiary. Both EBITDA and Adjusted EBITDA are not

measures of performance calculated in accordance with Accounting Principles Generally Accepted in the United States of America ("GAAP"), and should not be considered in

isolation of, or as a substitute for, earnings as an indicator of operating performance or cash flows from operating activities as a measure of liquidity. The Company believes the

presentation of EBITDA and Adjusted EBITDA is relevant and useful by enhancing the readers' ability to understand the Company's operating performance. The Company's

management utilizes EBITDA and Adjusted EBITDA as a means to measure performance. The Company's measurements of EBITDA and Adjusted EBITDA may not be

comparable to similar titled measures reported by other companies. The table above reconciles EBITDA and Adjusted EBITDA, both non-GAAP measures, to GAAP numbers

for (loss) income from continuing operations for the three and twelve months ended December 31, 2021 and 2020.
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(In thousands) 2021 2020 2021 2020

(Loss) income from continuing operations (2 372)$        100$            1 092$         3 149$         

Adjustments:

Depreciation & amortization 479              408              1 687           1 596           

Interest income (3)                 (28)               (26)               (140)             

Interest expense 38                92                247              398              

Interest expense - financing fees 13                107              41                294              

Income tax benefit (1 050)          (61)               (3 890)          (189)             

EBITDA (2 895)          618              (849)             5 108           

Research and development costs related to 

medical Isotope project 102              91                414              311              

(Gain) loss on extinguishment of debt — — (5 381)          27                

Loss on deconsolidation of subsidiary 1 062           — 1 062           —

Adjusted EBITDA (1 731)$        709$            (4 754)$        5 446$         

Quarter Ended

December 31,

Twelve Months Ended

December 31,

(Unaudited) (Unaudited)
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Looking Ahead…

✓ Awarded strategic and high-profile projects within the Services Segment

• Over $39 million in project backlog provides a solid foundation for 2023

• Participating in IDIQ/MATOC contracts expected to result in the release of a significant backlog of task 

orders over the next few quarters

• Among three suppliers awarded four-year Framework Contract worth up to £41 million for the treatment 

and conditioning of radioactive waste in the UK

✓ Treatment Segment revenues increasing heading into 2023

✓ Approved federal spending bill allocates $900 million of incremental funding within DOE 

Office of Environmental Management

• Includes $7M for low level waste off-site disposition at Hanford to support the Test Bed Initiative program

• Budget increase, along with additional potential carryover funding should support increased waste 

treatment and new projects in 2023

✓ Successful facility upgrades and technology deployments support expanded revenue 

streams within our Treatment Segment
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Investment Summary

✓ Positioned to be the leader in the multi-billion-dollar nuclear services & waste treatment 

market

• New clean-up technologies in concert with advanced waste treatment plants provide critical 

discriminators for large cleanup procurements

• Aggressive bidding on new service contracts; provides stable and predictable cash flow

• Expansion into new waste streams that eclipse current markets; incremental revenue generates very 

high gross and operating margins

✓ Nearly insurmountable barriers to entry

✓ Turnaround and return to profitability 

• Expanded opportunity base with growth in Navy, USACE, and commercial projects

✓ Significant and undervalued asset base

• Unique and irreplaceable facilities

• $11.5 million of cash securing regulatory closure requirement
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Key Statistics

NASDAQ: PESI

Current Price (12/9/22): $3.50

Shares Outstanding (11/1/22): 13.3 M

Market Cap: $46.6 M

Fiscal Year End: December 31

Inside Beneficial Ownership (6/2/22): 10.2%
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